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FAQ’s
Face Painting

What face paints do you use?
When face painting, body painting or bump painting, we use professional, water based face
paint. We always check that the face paint contains anti-bacterial and hypoallergenic
properties, and is listed as EU, EEC and FDA approved. At every event we always have the
composition data sheet on show.
Is the face paint easy to clean off?
Yes - The face paint we use is water based and can removed with water and a mild soap or
shower gel. However, please be aware that some staining can occur for a short time after
removal depending on the colour of the face paint used and the skin painted.
I have sensitive skin, Will the paint irritate?
The face paint we use does have hypoallergenic properties but should you have any concerns as
to how your skin may react, we are happy to perform a patch test prior to you being painted.
What is a patch test?
A patch test is a skin test that can be done prior to doing any face painting. We dab a small
amount of face paint on your wrist. After approximately 15 – 20 minutes we clean the area and
check for any kind of reaction.
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How long does it take to paint a face?
How long it will take usually depends on the complexity of the requested design. However, an
average for most children’s faces would be around 5 minutes.
How long can you wear face paint for?
There is no set time limit for wearing face paints. However, we recommend not keeping them
on for longer than 2 – 3 hours and never wear face paint to bed.
Do you ever refuse to paint somebody?
Yes – At the artist’s discretion, we may refuse:


any person that appears to be suffering from any kind of skin disorder or viral illness.



any design that we consider offensive.



any children under the age of 3 years.



any person for any other unforeseen reason.

What else can you paint?
We offer Glitter Tattoos, Bump(gestational) Painting, Body Painting and Hair Wrapping. We also
offer a Photo service – We take a photo of the finished art work which we can supply as a
normal photo, or print on to mugs, t-shirts and keepsakes.
What areas do you cover?
We offer our face painting and other services to:
Warwickshire
Oxfordshire
West Midlands
Cotswolds

If you are unsure about anything,
please do contact us.
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